Living through Death in Anime

by Jordan Trygstad
What is Anime?

Even the people who actually watch don't know what the heck is going on...
What is Anime?

“Japanese cartoons and computer animation (=pictures, films etc produced using a computer)“ - Longman English Dictionary Online
What is Anime?

ANIME IS NOT CARTOON!!!
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Cartoon VS. Anime
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What is Anime?

Dear Lord, I Hope
They can understand

Anime and Cartoon
Are different
What is Anime?

“a style of animation originating in Japan that is characterized by stark colorful graphics depicting vibrant characters in action-filled plots often with fantastic or futuristic themes” - Merriam-Webster
Why Anime?

ANIME
Drugs would be cheaper
Why Anime?

NDSU Anime Club

Friday & Saturday 7 – 10pm
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Why Anime?
NDSU Anime Club
Friday & Saturday 7 – 10pm
24 Nights a Semester
72 Hours
9 Semesters
648 Hours
Death in Anime

People die if they are killed...
Death in Anime
Goals

- Understanding Religious Climate
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Religious Climate

- Shinto
- Buddhism
- Christianity
Religious Climate

- Shinto
- Buddhism
  - More than 85% (Karan 72-3)
  - Reincarnation
  - Bardo
- Christianity
Limited Time
Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood
Episode 02 – “The First Day”
Mother

Trisha Elric
1878 ~ 1904
Revival?
“And then something goes terribly wrong.”
Revival
After
Fairy Tales

- “White Bird Sister”
- “The Elder Sister and the Younger Brother”
Stages of Grief
- Denial
- Anger
- Bargaining
- Depression
- Acceptance
Thank You
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